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HEATING A PLASMA BY A BROADBAND STREAM OF FASTELECTRONS: FAST IGNITION, SHOCK IGNITION,AND Gbar SHOCK WAVE APPLICATIONSS. Yu. Gus'kov a;b*, Ph. Niolai , X. Ribeyre , V. T. Tikhonhuk aLebedev Physial Institute, Russian Aademy of Sienes119991, Mosow, RussiabNational Researh Nulear University �MEPhI�115409, Mosow, RussiaUniversity of Bordeaux-CNRS-CEA, Centre Lasers Intenses et Appliations33405, Talene, FraneReeived January 12, 2015An exat analyti solution is found for the steady-state distribution funtion of fast eletrons with an arbitraryinitial spetrum irradiating a planar low-Z plasma with an arbitrary density distribution. The solution is appliedto study the heating of a material by fast eletrons of di�erent spetra suh as a monoenergeti spetrum, astep-like distribution in a given energy range, and a Maxwellian spetrum, whih is inherent to laser-produedfast eletrons. The heating of shok- and fast-ignited preompressed inertial on�nement fusion (ICF) targets aswell as the heating of a target designed to generate a Gbar shok wave for EOS experiments by laser-produedfast eletrons with a Maxwellian spetrum is investigated. A relation is established between the energies oftwo groups of Maxwellian fast eletrons, whih are responsible for generation of a shok wave and heating theupstream material (preheating). The minimum energy of the fast and shok igniting beams as well as of thebeam for a Gbar shok wave generation inreases with the spetral width of the eletron distribution.DOI: 10.7868/S00444510150901751. INTRODUCTIONInteration of an intense beam of harged partileswith plasma is an essential part of the modern high-energy-density physis. The development of the kinetitheory of suh interation is important primarily for thestudies of a powerful laser pulse interation with mat-ter and the equation of state (EOS) of matter underextreme onditions. Generation of fast eletrons andions is one of the most interesting and important phe-nomena of the intense laser radiation interation withmatter. Generation of fast eletrons is due to di�erentmehanisms assoiated with the resonant absorption oflaser radiation at the ritial-density plasma [1℄, theBrunel e�et [2℄, the ponderomotive fore [3℄, and thedevelopment of various plasma instabilities [4℄. Ae-leration of fast ions ours both diretly, as a result ofthe ponderomotive pressure of laser radiation, and in-*E-mail: guskov�si.lebedev.ru

diretly, in a self-onsistent �eld of fast eletrons. Spea-king about laser-aelerated fast eletrons, we note thatthe harateristi fast eletron energy for all the gener-ation mehanisms is omparable with the average en-ergy of eletron osillations in a laser �eld. This lastenergy is proportional to the oupling parameter I�2(where I and � are respetively the intensity and thewavelength of radiation). In the urrent experimentsusing petawatt lasers, the average fast eletron energyexeeds 1 MeV and the e�ieny of laser energy on-version into fast eletrons is about 30% (see, e. g., re-views [5; 6℄). The spetrum of the laser-aelerated fasteletrons is usually lose to the Maxwellian distribu-tion.The transfer of a fration of the absorbed laserenergy in a dense region of a laser-irradiated target(with a density higher than the ritial plasma den-sity) by fast eletrons an play a muh greater rolethan the heating due to an eletron thermal ondu-tivity wave. The energy transfer by fast eletronsplays a dominant role if the oupling parameter ex-605



S. Yu. Gus'kov, Ph. Niolai, X. Ribeyre, V. T. Tikhonhuk ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 148, âûï. 3 (9), 2015eeds 1�10 PW��m2/m2 [7; 8℄, while the energy trans-fer by eletron thermal ondutivity is strongly inhib-ited. Heating the preompressed plasma to a ther-monulear temperature by laser-produed fast ele-trons is one of the promising methods of the fast igni-tion onept [9; 10℄ in inertial on�nement fusion (ICF).Generation of a powerful shok wave due to the transferof the absorbed laser energy by fast eletrons is a key el-ement in another promising method of ICF target igni-tion, the shok ignition [11; 12℄. It has been shown [13℄that the shok wave with a pressure of 0.4�2 Gbar anbe generated when a solid target is irradiated by a fasteletron beam with an energy of 30�100 keV, orre-sponding to the laser pulse intensity 10�100 PW/m2.Suh a shok wave exists in the time interval of 0.3�1 nsand it is able to provide the shok ignition of an ICFtarget. Besides, the appliation of shok wave gener-ation in a solid by a fast eletron beam opens a pos-sibility to step out from the urrent level of ablationpressure of 100 Mbar to a new level of several hundredMbar or even Gbar in laboratory EOS studies.In this ontext, an important question is the role ofthe initial spetrum of fast eletrons. In the fast igni-tion of a ompressed ICF target, the fast eletron spe-trum determines the spatial distribution of the plasmatemperature in the ignition region and onsequentlythe heated mass. In the shok ignition, the fast ele-tron spetrum determines the position of the ablationfront and preheating of the material ahead of the shok-wave. The onventional approah in the high-pressurehydrodynamis of laser-produed plasma is tradition-ally limited to the values of oupling parameter I�2below 0.1 PW��m2/m2 [14; 15℄ in order to avoid thefast eletron preheating. This was a baseline argumentfor using a short-wavelength laser radiation, in parti-ular, the radiation of the third harmoni of Nd-lasers(� = 0:353 �m) in ICF.The experiments in [16℄ on the irradiation ofspherial targets by long wavelength radiation ofa CO2-laser (� = 10:6 �m) with the intensityI = 0:01�0.1 PW/m2 (with the oupling parameterabout 10�100 PW��m2/m2) and aompanying the-oretial studies arried out in the early 1980s were ofgreat importane for understanding the role of fast ele-trons. The in�uene of the laser-produed fast eletronpreheating on the redution of target ompression [17℄as well as the positive role of energy transfer by fasteletrons in inreasing the ablation pressure [18℄ werereported. The mathing onditions that relate the shellthikness of the ICF target and the laser pulse param-eters have been proposed [19℄. They de�ne the on-ditions under whih the fast eletron preheating of a

ompressed thermonulear fuel an be suppressed witha signi�ant ontribution of the fast eletron energytransfer to the ablation pressure formation. Suh amathing is a basis for the modern onept of shok ig-nition. Both numerial simulations and analyti mod-els are used for studying laser-produed fast eletrontransport in the targets of various geometries. Suhmodels have been onstruted in [18; 20℄ based on ananalyti solution of the kineti equation in spherial ge-ometry for fast eletrons having a monoenergeti spet-rum. A model of stopping of fast eletrons with a Max-wellian spetrum in a planar plasma layer based on ananalyti approximation of the results of numerial al-ulations was developed in [21℄.The theory of fast eletron kinetis is developed inthis paper for an arbitrary eletron spetrum in pla-nar geometry. An exat analyti solution of a stea-dy-state relativisti kineti equation for the distribu-tion funtion of fast eletrons is found and used to de-velop the model of heating a plain target. An analytisolution for the spatial distribution of the fast eletronenergy deposited in a plasma and hene for the spatialdistribution of the temperature in the heated regionis obtained. The heating of a shok- and fast-ignitedpreompressed ICF targets by laser-produed fast ele-trons is investigated. A riterion for the generation ofa shok wave is obtained in the ase of a dereasingtemperature (pressure) pro�le of matter heated by fasteletrons of a Maxwellian spetrum, whih is the mostommon for laser-aelerated partiles. By using suha riterion, the frations of fast eletron energy spentfor ablation of the target material and preheating thematerial ahead of the shok front are found. The laserpulse parameters are derived that allow generating ashok wave for laboratory investigation of the EOS ofmaterials on the Gbar level of pressure. The tempera-ture pro�le in the ignition region of a fast-ignited ICFtarget is found and the minimal energy of the fast ele-tron beam with a Maxwellian spetrum needed for ig-nition is alulated.The results of the studies are presented as follows.In Se. 2, a solution of the relativisti kineti equationfor fast eletrons with an arbitrary spetrum is pre-sented. In Se. 3, in the partiular ases of nonrelativis-ti and ultra-relativisti fast eletrons, analyti solu-tions for the distribution funtion and the deposited en-ergy spatial distribution are presented for several typesof the initial spetrum, inluding the Maxwellian one.Setion 4 is devoted to the appliations related to thefast eletron heating of shok- and fast-ignited ICF tar-gets as well as to the Gbar shok wave generation forEOS studies.606



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 148, âûï. 3 (9), 2015 Heating a plasma by a broadband stream of fast eletrons : : :2. EXACT SOLUTION OF THESTEADY-STATE KINETIC EQUATION FORSTOPPING FAST ELECTRONS HAVING ANARBITRARY INITIAL SPECTRUMWe onsider a dense semi-spae plasma of low-Zmaterials, suh as DT and light materials of an ICFtarget ablator suh as plasti or beryllium heated by afast eletron bunh with an arbitrary energy distribu-tion. We are interested in a su�iently long bunh witha duration of several tens of ps and more, onsisting ofeletrons with the average energy larger than severalkeV. Under these onditions, the time of fast eletronslowing down is a fration of a ps and the angle of sat-tering is less than 10Æ. That allows studying the prob-lem in the steady-state approximation and onsideringthe stopping of fast eletron along a straight trajetory,taking a small orretion for sattering by reduing thefast eletron range into aount.The statement of the steady-state kineti problemfor the distribution funtion of relativisti eletrons in-ident on a planar semi-spae boundary (x = 0) alongthe normal and deelerating there, onsists of the ki-neti equation (see, e. g., [20℄)pme �f�x + �g f�p = 0 (1)together with the boundary onditionf jx=0 = nbS(p); (2)where f is the distribution funtion of fast eletrons inthe phase spae, with the momentum p and the spatialoordinate x; nb and S(p) are the density and spe-trum of fast eletrons on the boundary of the heatedsemi-spae;  = �1 + p2m2e2�1=2 ; is the speed of light, me is the eletron rest mass, andg = dp=dt is the fast eletron stopping rate, whih isdesribed by the expressionsg = �g0�2p2 ; g0 = 4�e4ZmeAmp ln �; (3)e and mp are the eletron harge and the proton mass;Z and A are the ion harge and atomi number; � isthe plasma mass density, and ln � is the Coulomb lo-garithm.The equation implies the equality of the kinetienergy introdued in the semi-spae by a fast eletronand the energy deposited there:

Z nbS(p)E dp � Z nbS(p)me2 �� "�1 + p2m2e2�1=2 � 1# dp = Z W dx; (4)where W is the spei� heating rate, that is, thefast-eletron energy deposited in a unit volume of thesemi-spae per unit time,W � Z f dEdt dp = �(x)g0m2e Z f �m2e2+p2p2 �1=2 dp; (5)E is the kineti energy of the fast eletron,E = �p22 +m2e4�1=2 �me2 = me2( � 1);and dEdt = pme dpdt :Introduing the new variablesm = xZx0 � dx and� = pZp0 p3meg0�1 + p2m2e2�3=2 dp (6)we rewrite Eq. (1) as dFd� = 0; (7)where F = f p2 +m2e2p2m2e2 and � = m+ �:Then the solution for the fast eletron distributionfuntion satisfying boundary ondition (2) isf = nbS(p0) p2p02 p02 +m2e2p2 +m2e2 ; (8)where the momentum p0 that the fast eletron has onthe boundary of the semi-spae at the oordinate x = 0,and the momentum p that the same fast eletron hasat the semi-spae point with the urrent oordinate x(p � p0) are determined byxZ0 � dx = p0Zp p3meg0�1 + p2m2e2�3=2 dp: (9)Performing the integration in (9) yields an exat ex-pression for the stopping range � of the fast eletron,607



S. Yu. Gus'kov, Ph. Niolai, X. Ribeyre, V. T. Tikhonhuk ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 148, âûï. 3 (9), 2015where its momentum dereases from p0 to p, in the ge-neral relativisti ase� = �0 "1� (p0)(p) � (p)� 1(p0)� 1�2# ; (10)where �0 is the total stopping range of the fast elet-ron deelerated from an arbitrary momentum p = p0 top = 0 m0 = m3e4g0 [(p0)� 1℄2(p0) : (11)Expression (11) is exat, in ontrast to Refs. [10; 13; 22℄,where approximate expressions were used to determinethe total range of a fast eletron for both nonrelativistiand relativisti ases. From (10), we obtain an expliitexpression that onnets the values of p0 and p via themass m orresponding to the distane rossed by a fasteletron:p0 = me2 �h(a+2)+ �(a+2)2�4�1=2i2�4�1=2 ; (12)wherea = [(p)� 1℄2(p) + mg0m3e4 �� "�1 + p2m2e2�1=2 � 1#2�1 + p2m2e2�1=2 + mg0m3e4 (13)and m = xZ0 � dx: (14)Expressions (8), (12), and (13) analytially determinethe distribution funtion of fast eletrons in a nonuni-form plasma semi-spae with an arbitrary spetrum atthe boundary.The spei� heating rate W , aording to (5), anbe alulated using solution (8) asW � Z f dEdt dp = �(x)g0nbm2e �� Z S(p0)�1 + m2e2p02 ��1 + m2e2p2 �1=2 dp: (15)Here, the values p0 and p are related by (12) with (13)and (14) taken into aount. The spei� heating ratedetermines the growth rate of the plasma temperature

Tp in the semi-spae region heated by fast eletrons(assuming the eletron�ion relaxation, we suppose thatTe = Ti = Tp) dTpdt = WCV � ; (16)where CV = (Z + 1)kBA(a + 1)miis the spei� heat, kB is the Boltzmann onstant, a isthe adiabati exponent, and mi is the mass of plasmaions. 3. HEATING OF PLASMA BY FASTELECTRONS WITH DIFFERENT INITIALENERGY DISTRIBUTIONSWe onsider the heating a plasma semi-spae by astream of fast eletrons with di�erent initial spetra,namely, a monoenergeti, a step-like, and a Maxwellianone. The last spetrum is the most relevant to la-ser-produed fast eletrons. We disuss results forboth nonrelativisti and ultra-relativisti fast eletrons,whih are desribed by simple expressions. The resultsfor the ultra-relativisti ase are obtained under the ap-proximation that the fast eletrons transfer pratiallyall of their energy, but remain relativisti. Besides, forsimpliity in the ultra-relativisti ase, the eletron restenergy is negleted. Also, to simplify the presentation,we onsider a homogeneous plasma.Aording to (3), the stopping power of nonrela-tivisti fast eletrons is given byg = �g0�p2 ; dEdt = pgme ; (17)where p = mev and p = (2Eme)1=2. Aordingly, thestopping length of a nonrelativisti fast eletron thatdeelerates from the initial momentum p0 to the �nalmomentum p = 0 is obtained from the general expres-sion (11) as �0 = p404g0�0me : (18)In the ase of ultra-relativisti fast eletrons, these val-ues are equal tog = � g0�m2e2 ; dEdt = g; (19)�0 = (me)3p0g0�0me ; (20)where p = E=.608



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 148, âûï. 3 (9), 2015 Heating a plasma by a broadband stream of fast eletrons : : :3.1. Monoenergeti spetrumFor the initial spetrum of fast eletronsS(p0) = Æ(p0 � p0);the distribution funtions for nonrelativisti and ultra-relativisti fast eletrons are respetively given byf(x; �) = nbÆ "�p4 + p40 x�0�1=4 � p0#�� "1 +�p0p �4 x�0#�1=2and f(x; �) = nbÆ ��p+ p0 x�0�� p0� :Performing the integration in aordane with (5), weobtain the following expressions for spei� heatingin the respetive ases of nonrelativisti and ultra-relativisti fast eletrons:W = q02�0 �1� x�0��1=2 ; 0 � x � �0;q0 = nb p302m2e (21)and W = q0�0 ; 0 � x � �0; q0 = nbp02; (22)where q0 is the energy �ux of fast eletrons at theboundary and the stopping lengths of nonrelativistiand ultra-relativisti fast eletron are given by expres-sions (18) and (20).The energy transmitted to the plasma layer of athikness x per unit time � the layer heating power �in the respetive ases of nonrelativisti and ultra-relativisti fast eletrons isq � xZ0 W (x0) dx0 = q0 "1��1� x�0�1=2# ;0 � x � �0; (23)

and q = q0 x�0 : (24)3.2. Step-like spetrumFor the initial spetrum of fast eletrons in the formS(p0) = 8><>: (�p)�1; pmin � p0 � pmax;0; p0 < pmin; p0 > pmax;where �p = pmax � pmin, the respetive distributionfuntions for nonrelativisti and ultra-relativisti fasteletrons aref(x; p) = nb�p �1 + x�(p)��1=2 ; (25)where�(p) = p44g0�me ; �min�x � �(p) � �max�x; (26)�min = p4min4g0�me ; �max = p4max4g0�me ;and f(x; p) = nb�p ; (27)where �min � x � �(p) � �max � x; (28)�(p) = (me)3pg0�me ;�min = (me)3pming0�me ; �max = (me)3pmaxg0�me :Then the spei� heating rate and the energy transmit-ted to the boundary layer per unit time by a nonrela-tivisti fast eletron stream with a step-like spetrumare
W (x) = q0�max � �min 8>>>><>>>>: ln(��max�min �1=2 �1 + (1� x=�max)1=21 + (1� x=�min)1=2 �) ; 0 � x � �min;ln(��maxx �1=2 "1 +�1� x�max�1=2#) ; �min � x � �max; (29)12 ÆÝÒÔ, âûï. 3 (9) 609



S. Yu. Gus'kov, Ph. Niolai, X. Ribeyre, V. T. Tikhonhuk ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 148, âûï. 3 (9), 2015q(x) = q0�max � �min �
�
8>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>:

�max "1��1� x�max�1=2#� �min "1��1� x�min�1=2#++x ln(��max�min �1=2 1 + (1� x=�max)1=21 + (1� x=�min)1=2) ; 0 � x � �min;(�max � �min)� �max�1� x�max�1=2++x ln(��maxx �1=2 "1 +�1� x�max�1=2#) ; �min � x � �max; (30)
where the energy �ux arried by the fast eletronstream is given byq0 = nb8m2e (pmax + pmin) �p2max + p2min� :For an ultra-relativisti fast eletron stream with astep-like spetrum, we obtainW (x) = 2q0�max�2max � �2min ��8>><>>: 1� �min�max ; 0 � x � �min;1� x�max ; �min � x � �max; (31)
q(x) = 2q0�max�2max � �2min ��8>>><>>>: �1� �min�max�x; 0 � x � �min;x� x2 + �2min2�max ; �min � x � �max; (32)where the �ux of energy arried by the fast eletronstream is given byq0 = nb22 (pmax + pmin) :3.3. Maxwellian spetrumFor the 1D Maxwellian spetrum of nonrelativistifast eletronsS(p0) = 2�1=2ph exp"�� p0ph�2# ;

where ph = (2kThme)1=2 is the momentum orrespond-ing to the temperature of fast eletrons Th, the distri-bution funtion isf(x; p) = nb 2�1=2ph exp"�� p4p4h + x�h�1=2#�� "1 +�php �4 x�h #�1=2 : (33)In expression (33), the stopping length �h is introduedfor a nonrelativisti fast eletron beam with the �ther-mal� momentum ph:�h = p4h4g0�me : (34)Aording to (5), (17), and (33), the spei� heating isdetermined by the integralW (x) = q0�h 1Z0 exp"��u4 + x�h�1=2#���u4 + x�h��1=2 u du; (35)where u = p=ph and the �ux of energy arried by aMaxwellian nonrelativisti fast eletron stream isq0 = nbp3h2�1=2m2e : (36)The approximate alulation givesW (x) � q0�h exp"��2 x�h�1=2# (37)and thenq(x) � q0(1� "1 +�2 x�h�1=2# �� exp"��2 x�h�1=2#) : (38)610



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 148, âûï. 3 (9), 2015 Heating a plasma by a broadband stream of fast eletrons : : :For a 1D Maxwellian spetrum of ultra-relativistifast eletrons S(p0) = p�1h exp�� p0ph� ;the distribution funtion isf(x; p) = nbph exp ��� pph + x�h�� ; (39)where ph = Th=. Then the spei� heating andtransmitted energy by ultra-relativisti Maxwellian fasteletron are W (x) = q0�h exp�� x�h� (40)and q(x) = q0 �1� exp�� x�h�� : (41)Here, the �ux of energy arried by an ultra-relativistiMaxwellian fast eletron stream isq0 = nbph2 (42)and �h = (me)3phg0�me : (43)The spatial distributions of the spei� heatingrate W (z) in a semi-spae for nonrelativisti andultra-relativisti fast eletron streams with the above-onsidered spetra are presented in Fig. 1. The spatialoordinate z is x=�0, x=�max, and x=�h in the respe-tive ases of monoenergeti, step-like, and Maxwellianspetra. The funtion W (z) is normalized to the re-spetive values q0=�0, q0=�max, and q0=�h for monoen-ergeti, step-like, and Maxwellian spetra. The depen-denes of the heating power q(z) on the plasma thik-ness for nonrelativisti and ultra-relativisti fast ele-tron streams with the above spetra are presented inFig. 2. The plasma thikness is normalized to the re-spetive values �0, �max, and �h, for monoenergeti,step-like, and Maxwellian spetra. The funtion q(z) isnormalized to the value q0. For the step-like spetrum,the ratio pmin = 0:8pmax was hosen that orrespondsto the energy dispersion of 21% for nonrelativisti fasteletrons and 11% for ultra-relativisti fast eletrons.The dependene of spei� heating for a monoenergetispetrum of fast eletrons (see urves 1 in Fig. 1) di-retly re�ets the dependene of the stopping power onthe distane traveled by a fast eletron whih, aord-ing to (17), is a divergent funtion for nonrelativistifast eletrons, dEdx = � E02�0(1� x=�0)1=2
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Fig. 1. Spatial distributions of the spei� heating rateW (z) in a planar semi-spae in the ases of (a) a non-relativisti and (b ) an ultra-relativisti fast eletronstream with a monoenergeti spetrum (urve 1 ), astep-like spetrum at 0:8pmax � p � pmax (urve 2 ),and a Maxwellian spetrum (urve 3 ). The spatial o-ordinate z is x=�0, x=�max, and x=�h, in the respe-tive ases of monoenergeti, step-like, and Maxwellianspetra. The funtion W (z) is normalized to the re-spetive values q0=�0, q0=�max, and q0=�hand, aording to (19), is a onstant for ultra-relativisti fast eletrons.Hene, the spei� heating for a nonrelativisti mo-noenergeti fast eletron stream diverges at the oor-dinate equal to the stopping length of the fast ele-tron with an initial energy E0 (see urve 1 in Fig. 1a).The eletron energy spread leads to a redistributionof spei� heating due to dereasing the stoppingwith inreasing the nonrelativisti fast eletron energy.The solutions for a step-like spetrum (see expression611 12*
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Fig. 2. The dependene of the heating power q(z) onthe thikness of a planar layer in the ases of (a) anonrelativisti and (b ) an ultra-relativisti fast eletronstream with a monoenergeti spetrum (urve 1 ), astep-like spetrum at 0:8pmax � p � pmax (urve 2 ),and a Maxwellian spetrum (urve 3 ). The layer thik-ness is normalized to the respetive values �0, �max,and �h in the ases of monoenergeti, step-like, andMaxwellian spetra. The funtion q(z) is normalizedto q0(18) and urve 2 in Fig. 1a) and, espeially, for theMaxwellian spetrum (see expression (37) and urve3 in Fig. 1a) learly show this fat. We note that thedistribution of spei� heating of a fast eletron streamwith a step-like spetrum has a maximum in the nonrel-ativisti ase and a kink in the ultra-relativisti ase atthe oordinate equal to the stopping length of fast ele-trons with the minimal initial momentum, x = �min,and then spei� heating monotonially dereases to

0 at the oordinate equal to the stopping length offast eletrons with the maximal momentum, x = �max.The spei� heating distribution for a Maxwellian fasteletron stream is a monotonially dereasing funtionof the oordinate.4. PLASMA HEATING AND SHOCK WAVEGENERATION DRIVEN BYLASER-PRODUCED FAST ELECTRONSHere, we onsider appliations of the theory of olli-sional eletron transport to the fast ignition and shokwave exitation by a fast eletron stream. We onsidera Maxwellian spetrum of the heating beam, whih isrelevant to laser-aelerated fast eletrons. A solutionfor an arbitrary fast-eletron temperature an be on-struted as an interpolation of the solutions for the spe-i� energy deposition in the nonrelativisti and ultra-relativisti ases.We approximate the fast eletron �ux at the bound-ary q0 and the fast eletron stopping length �h asq0 = q0(nr)1 + � ; �h = �h(nr)1 + �2 �2 ; (44)where q0(nr) and �h(nr) are the energy �ow and stop-ping length of nonrelativisti fast eletrons,q0(nr) = � 2��1=2 nb(kTh)3=2m1=2e ;�h(nr) = me(kTh)2g0� ; (45)and � = � 2� kThme2�1=2 : (46)Aording (37) and (40) the following interpolationsan then be obtained for the temperature and the spe-i� deposited energy distributions in a heated layer:T (x) � Tb1 + � ��(exp"��2 x�h�1=2#+ � exp�� x�h�) ; (47)Q(x) � Q01 + � (1� "1 +�2 x�h�1=2# �� exp"��2 x�h�1=2#+ � �1� exp�� x�h��) ; (48)where T0 = q0t�hCV � ; Q0 = q0t:612



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 148, âûï. 3 (9), 2015 Heating a plasma by a broadband stream of fast eletrons : : :In the extreme ases T � m2 and T � m2, solutions(44)�(48) orrespond to the respetive nonrelativistiand ultra-relativisti ases.The lowest value of the energy of a fast eletronbeam orresponds to the heating of a given mass of theDT plasma with the areal density satisfying the igni-tion riterion �xig = 0:6 g/m2 at the thermonuleartemperature provided by a monoenergeti beam. Es-timates for a beam with a Maxwellian spetrum thatare available in the literature are based on the aver-aged stopping length. In the ase of an eletron beam,this approah leads to the igniting beam energy over-estimated by a fator of 1.56 in omparison with themonoenergeti beam [23℄.To improve this estimate, we onsider the solutionof the kineti equation obtained above. The areal den-sity of the DT plasma � = �xig = 0:6 g/m2 orre-sponds to the stopping range of a relativisti eletronwith the energy about 0.8 MeV [10; 22℄. Hene, to de-sribe the heating of a target by fast eletrons, it isneessary to use solution (47), (48) with the parameter� equal to 1. Aording to (48), the minimum beam en-ergy required for heating the plasma with a given arealdensity �xig orresponds to the relation xig=�h = 1.Then the ratio of the igniting beam energies with theMaxwellian (� = 1) and a monoenergeti spetra, a-ording to (48), isQMaxwQmono = 22� h�1 +p2 � e�p2 + e�1i � 1:9:Therefore, the Maxwellian spetrum leads to the two-fold exess of the igniting beam energy in omparisonwith the ase of a monoenergeti beam.We now onsider the e�et of the Maxwellian spe-trum on the harateristis of a shok wave driven bya fast eletron stream. In [13; 24℄, an analyti model ofa shok wave generation was proposed, where a planartarget was heated by a stream of monoenergeti fasteletrons. The model is based on a self-similar solu-tion [25℄ for an isothermal expansion of a given massof substane determined by the fast eletron stoppingrange. The parameters that determine the shok wavepressure and the time of the pressure formation (load-ing time) are the fast eletron stopping range � andthe veloity of rarefation wave in the heated materialD. The veloity D for a semi-in�nite target with adensity � depends on the intensity of the fast eletron�ux absorbing in the target region with a mass equalto the fast eletron range m = � and the initial targetdensity [13; 24℄: D = � q��1=3 : (49)

The sale of ablation pressure is proportional to theprodut �D2: P = 0:86�1=3q2=3: (50)The loading time is approximately the time of rarefa-tion wave propagation through the heated region:th = 1:6 ��2=3q1=3 : (51)Relations (50), (51) were applied in [13; 24℄ to shokwave generation with a third harmoni of the Nd-laserpulse with the intensity of 1 PW/m2 inident on aplanar DT target preompressed to a density of about10 g/m3. With a monoenergeti spetrum assumedfor nonrelativisti laser-produed fast eletrons, it wasshown that the fast eletron heating under these ondi-tions leads to the generation of a shok wave with thepressure of 700 Mbar during the time of approximately10 ps. Suh a pressure satis�es the shok ignition re-quirements, aording to whih the igniting pressureshould exeed 300 Mbar during the time of 200�300 ps[26; 27℄. The analyti model results are in good agree-ment with the numerial simulations performed by ahydrokineti ode [13; 24℄.Currently, the use of an intense laser pulse is themost e�etive method for generating powerful shokwaves with a pressure of 100 Mbar, whih is used inlaboratory EOS experiments (see, e. g., review [28℄). Abeam of laser-aelerated harged partiles, in additionto a high-energy density �ux, an heat a material withan initial solid density. This is in a ontrast with thelaser radiation, whih is absorbed in the region of theritial plasma density. A higher density in the energydeposition zone makes it possible to ahieve a muhhigher pressure of a shok wave driven by the beams oflaser-aelerated eletrons or ions in omparison withthe laser beam itself. This may be true in spite of a rela-tively low onversion e�ieny of the laser pulse energyinto the energy of fast harged partiles. Of greatestinterest is the use of a laser-aelerated fast eletronbeam, for whih suh a onversion e�ieny, as men-tioned in the Introdution, is substantially higher thanfor the fast ion beam. It may reah 20�30%, aordingto the experimental data.Aording to (50), at the monoenergeti fast ele-tron intensity 10 PW/m2, the shok wave pressure, forexample, in aluminum an be about 1.2 Gbar, whihis more than an order of magnitude greater than thepressure ahieved in the urrent EOS experiments. Thesale of laser pulse energy orresponding to a Gbarshok wave generation for EOS experiments is about613



S. Yu. Gus'kov, Ph. Niolai, X. Ribeyre, V. T. Tikhonhuk ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 148, âûï. 3 (9), 201510 kJ. This energy value is determined, in partiular,by the spei� requirements of the shok-wave EOSexperiment, whih onsist in the fat that the shokwave should remain plane and stationary during themeasurement period. These requirements impose theonstraints on the minimum values of the laser pulseduration and beam radius, whih at least should be re-spetively greater than the loading time and the thik-ness of the target layer heated by the fast eletronbeam. We assume that the beam of fast eletronswith an intensity of 10 PW/m2 is generated by thethird harmoni of Nd-laser radiation with an intensityof 100 PW/m2, whih orresponds to the onversione�ieny of the laser energy into the energy of fast ele-trons of 10%. Aording to the saling in Ref. [29℄, theaverage energy of fast eletrons in this ase is about25 keV. To alulate the fast eletron stopping length,whih is a key parameter of the problem, we use theapproximation dependenes in Refs. [22; 24℄. Thesedata are based on quantum-statistial alulations ofthe Coulomb logarithm in desribing the interation offast eletrons with eletrons and ions of dense plasma,obtained in Refs. [30�32℄. In partiular, these alula-tions inlude the e�ets of reduing the Debye sreen-ing radius in strongly oupled plasmas, whih lead tologarithmi orretions in inreasing the fast eletronstopping length. In the onsidered onditions of Giga-bar shok wave generation, when fast eletrons heat theplasma with a density of several g/m3 up to the tem-perature of several hundred eV, the plasma ouplingparameter, whih is the ratio of the average values ofthe potential energy of the plasma eletron interationand its kineti energy, � � 5(A�)1=3=Z1=3T (with thedensity and temperature measured in g/m3 and eV)is only 0.01�0.03. Therefore, the oupling plasma or-retion to the fast-eletron stopping length is negligiblein this ase. When fast eletrons heat the plasma witha density of several hundred g/m3, suh a orretionan reah 10% and more. Aording to Refs. [22; 24℄,the stopping length of an eletron of suh an energy inaluminum is about 10 �m. Expression (51) gives theloading time equal to about 45 ps. Then the minimumvalues of the pulse duration and the beam radius shouldbe hosen equal to 200 ps and 100 �m. At the intensityof 100 PW/m2, the laser pulse energy for generationof a Gbar shok wave satisfying the EOS experimentrequirements is about 6 kJ. Using a beam of relativistieletrons orresponding to the target irradiation by alaser pulse with an intensity exeeding 1018 W/m2 anprovide a pressure even greater than 10 Gbar. However,taking the requirements of the shok-wave EOS exper-iment into aount, the laser pulse energy in this ase

must be at least 100 kJ.In the ase of a monoenergeti eletron beam, all itsenergy is spent on the formation of the ablation pres-sure and exitation of a shok wave, while in the ase ofa Maxwellian spetrum, only a fration of that energyan be spent on ablation. High-energy eletrons witha Maxwellian spetrum transfer their energy to the re-gion ahead of the shok wave front, thereby produing aheating of the material prior to its ompression. A rela-tion between the energies of the two spetral groups offast eletrons responsible for the shok wave generationand preheating proesses is the key element for under-standing the Maxwellian spetrum e�et on the shokwave harateristis. The general relation between theenergies of these groups of eletrons is dedued from theshok wave generation requirement: usw > s, whereusw is the piston (downstream) plasma veloity and sis the upstream sound veloity. With the shok waveassumed to be strong, suh a riterion determines theoordinate of an ablation boundary xa asxaZ0 W 1=2dx > (a + 1)1=2xaW 1=2jx=xa : (52)Substituting solution (37) in expression (52) andintegrating, we obtain the equation for the ablation o-ordinate in the ase of nonrelativisti Maxwellian fasteletrons exp �a > 12( + 1)1=2�2a + �a + 1; (53)where �a = � xa2�h�1=2 :For a = 5=3 the requirement in (53) is satis�ed at�a > 1:4 and, therefore, at xa > 4�h. Thus, aord-ing to (17), the nonrelativisti fast eletrons with aMaxwellian spetrum with energies E < Ea = 2Thare responsible for the generation of a shok wave, in-luding evaporation of the target material and reationof ablation pressure. The fast eletrons with energiesE > 2Th are responsible for preheating the materialupstream the shok wave front. Aording to (38), wehave q(xa)q0 � 0:78; (54)that is, approximately, 78% of the fast eletron streamenergy is spent for ablation and 22% for preheating.Substituting solution (40) in expression (52) andintegrating, we obtain the following equation that de-termines the ablation oordinate in the ase of ultra-relativisti Maxwellian fast eletrons:exp �a > ( + 1)1=2�a + 1; (55)614



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 148, âûï. 3 (9), 2015 Heating a plasma by a broadband stream of fast eletrons : : :where �a = xa2�h : (56)With a = 5=3, requirement (55) is satis�ed for�a > 0:9 and therefore for xa > 1:8�h. Thus, aord-ing to (19), the ultra-relativisti fast eletrons with aMaxwellian spetrum with energies E < Ea = 1:8Thontribute to the generation of a shok wave, inlud-ing evaporation of the target material and reationof ablation pressure. The fast eletrons with energiesE > 1:8Th ontribute to the preheat of a material up-stream the shok wave front. Aording to (41), wehave q(xa)q0 � 0:84: (57)Therefore, in omparison with nonrelativisti fast ele-trons, the ultra-relativisti fast eletrons spend alarger part of their energy for the exitation of shokwaves and a smaller part for preheating (84% and16% respetively). Hene, at the same intensities ofMaxwellian and monoenergeti beams, the shok wavepressure driven by a Maxwellian beam is smaller thanthe one driven by a monoenergeti beam. That is dueto the redution in the energy spent on heating thematerial in the ablation region. Aording to (51), thepressure amplitude dereases asPMaxwPmono = �q(xa)q0 �2=3 :By itself, the pressure drop is insigni�ant. Aord-ing to (54) and (57), the pressure dereases by 1.2times in the ase of nonrelativisti eletrons and by1.1 times in the ase of ultra-relativisti eletrons. TheMaxwellan spetrum e�et is muh stronger on a spa-tial and temporal harateristis of the shok wave. Asshown above, the thikness of the ablation region xain the ase of a Maxwellian beam inreases by 4 timesin the nonrelativisti ase and 1.8 times in the ultra-relativisti ase in omparison with a monoenergetibeam. Moreover, aording to (51), the loading timeinreases asth(Maxw)th(mono) = xa(Maxw)xa(mono) � q0q(xa)�1=3 :Thus, the loading time in the ase of a Maxwellianbeam inreases by 4.3 times in the ase of nonrela-tivisti eletrons and by 1.9 times in the ase of ultra-relativisti eletrons in omparison with the ase of amonoenergeti beam. These results are in good agree-ment with numerial alulations [33; 34℄ of ignitingshok waves driven by a beam of nonrelativisti fasteletrons with a Maxwellian spetrum.

The e�et of the Maxwellian energy distribution isessential. For the igniting shok wave, the e�et of in-reasing the thikness of the ablation region is the mostimportant. It requires a modi�ation of the shok-ignited target design suh that the areal density of thepreompressed target should be larger by a fator of 4than the target designed for a monoenergeti ignitingbeam.In the ase of Gigabar wave generation for EOSstudies, both the e�ets of inreasing the ablation re-gion thikness and the loading time are important. Forthe onsidered example of a Gigabar shok wave, theMaxwellian spetrum leads to inreasing the ablationregion thikness and loading time to 40 �m and 80 ps.As a result, hoosing the laser pulse duration and beamradius to be equal to 300 ps and 200 �m requires in-reasing the laser pulse energy from 6 up to 24 kJ inorder to generate a shok wave with a pressure of about1 Gbar for EOS experiments.5. CONCLUSIONAn exat solution of a stationary relativisti kinetiequation for the distribution funtion of fast eletronswith an arbitrary initial spetrum allows �nding a sim-ple analyti form of the spatial distribution of the spe-i� energy deposited by a high-energy eletron streamin a plane semi-spae plasma with an arbitrary densitydistribution. Broadening the fast eletron spetrumleads to inreasing the range of energy deposition andto a spatial redistribution of spei� heating.The fast eletron spetrum determines the require-ments to the energy of fast igniting and shok wavegenerating beams. The Maxwellian spetrum, whih ismost appropriate for laser-driven fast eletrons, leadsto the neessity of a two-fold inrease in the relativistieletron beam energy, whih is required for fast igni-tion of an ICF target, in omparison with the ase ofa monoenergeti beam. The parameters of the shokwave driven by a fast eletron stream depend on thefast eletron spetrum. Broadening the fast eletronspetrum leads to dereasing the ablation pressure andinreasing the ablation region thikness as well as thetime of ablation pressure formation in omparison withthe ase of the monoenergeti spetrum. The energy ofnonrelativisti fast eletrons with the Maxwellian spe-trum is separated into two frations, one of whih, ap-proximately 78% of the total energy, is spent to theshok wave exitation and the rest fration of 22% oftotal energy is spent for preheating the material aheadof shok front. It leads to a not so large derease inthe ablation pressure by a fator of 1.2, but to a sig-ni�ant inrease in the time of shok wave generation615
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